
DEPARTMENT OF POSTS, INDIA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF POSTMASTER GENERAL, VV.B.CIRCLE

KOLK4Tfl.- 700012

No. SFA IM-12/Darjeeling/01/2014 Dated at Kol-t? the pg 107/2015

Approval of the Chief Postmaster General, West Benga! Circle, Kolkata-700012 is hereby
conveyed to the inte~- circle transfer of Sri Ranieet Kumar, Steno to SPOs, Darjeeling On. to Bhojpur
On., Bihar Circle under Rule- 38 of P&T Man..Vol. IV against the vacancy in Steno (outsider) cadre
subject to the following conditions.

1. That the seniority of the official on joining new Unit will be determined in accordance with
provision of revised RUle-38of P&T Man. Vol. iV.

2. That he/she will not claim any TAITP.
3. Thai he/she will not claim for repatriation to his/h6i parent unit within the prescribed time limit.
4. That the option exercised once by the official is final.
5. That he/she will not claim for repatriation to hisl her parent unit/transfer to any other unit until

hel shecomplete 5 years in the unit to which transfer is presently sought for.
6. Before giving effect to the transfer order, a written declaration agreeing to the conditions of

transfer detailed above should be obtained from the official and kept in hisl her service book,
- Moreover, if any disciplinary/vigilance case is pending or punishment is current against the
- . ~_.~ __ ~_~~cia.l, bela~~.Q£,t~,_[,~~.~~,~~~e~rtJ~~.iW~~~,~.~"";.~_"-~T ",E-~' ",..,. . ~-. - =- _. - - ~ .. , - .. .. - - -' :-=:t .c=>
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(N. C. Das)

ADPS (Staff)
0/0 the Chief Postmaster General

We:;t 8engal Circle, Kolkata-700012
-
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Copy forwarded to»
1. The Ch. PMG, Bihar Circle, Patna-80000i w.r.to his letter no. Staff-32/Rule- 381 R Kumar

(Steno)/2014 dated t Paina 02-07- i5. Posting order may kindly be issued in favour of the
above official und an intimation to this office.

2. The PMG, NB Sikkim Region, Siliquri- 734001 w.r.to his letter no, SFC/M-24/IC dtd. 01-05-
14 for informa on towards issue of relieving order of the official.

3. The SPOs arjeeling On., Darjeeiing- 734101 w.r.to his letter no. B42/Staff!Reptn.lCcrr/Pt. V
dated at arjeeling 18-05-2015. He is requesied to iSSUerelieving order from his end on
receipt a posting order from Bihar Circle under an intimation Lt) this office. .

~. The ADPS (TO), C.O., Kol- 700012 for uploading the rnernc in the departmental website of
W. B. Circie.-
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(N. C. Das)

ADPS (Staff)
0/0 the Chief Postmaster General

VI/estBengal Circle, Kolkata-700012
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